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The State Minister in Charge of Elderly and
Disability Hon. Sulaiman Madada shaking
hands with the wife of late Hon. James
Mwandha, Catherine after handing to her an
award in recognition of her husbands contribution to disability development. See story
on Page 6 and 7
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Prevent Cerebral Palsy
In this edition we have brought you two touching case
stories of an elder person and a child who are living
with cerebral palsy (CP). We have done this for three
reasons: to appeal to parents and Government to do
everything to prevent cases of cerebral palsy; and implore parents and communities not to neglect children
living with CP. The third reason is for Local Governments to emulate Busia District that amidst limited
revenue is supporting persons with disabilities. The
two case stories are from Busia district.
CP refers to the paralysis or weakening of the infant
brain. It comes from brain damage that happens before
the baby is born, during birth or shortly after birth.
The whole brain is not affected, only parts of it, mainly
parts that control movement. Once damaged, the
parts of the brain do not recover, nor do they get
worse.
Its causes include cerebral malaria, teenage pregnancies, poor antenatal care, or wrong use of medicine
during pregnancy. Others are delayed labour, expectant mothers drinking alcohol, stress during pregnancy
and domestic violence. Most, if not all, these causes
can be prevented either by the parents or Government.
CP is a very challenging disability because the parent
may have to do everything for the child for a life time,

as many children may not be able to walk, talk, feed
themselves, bath or cloth selves, leave alone going to
school. It is much better and cheaper to avoid or prevent the causes of CP than looking after a person with
it. The two case stories exemplify this.
However, the parents of Sharon (15 years) and Jacob
(58 years) have never given up and do everything to
take care and support their children. Many fathers disown such children and live the burden of raising them
to the mothers. Looking after these children is a very
demanding fulltime ‘job’ and therefore the mother will
not have any other time to do income generating activities yet the child needs a lot of time and money to
take care of them. Any kind of neglect aggravates the
child’s disability.
We all know that prevention is better than cure. Let
parents do everything to prevent CP. It’s also within
the means of Government and local leaders to make
several interventions to prevent CP, and support people living with it.

Do they go to school?
Many persons with disabilities are either
illiterate or semi-literate as a result of
several factors including neglect from
their parents and family, discrimination
in schools, inaccessibility to the school
physical environment and lack of special
teachers and teaching aides.
The children of parents with disabilities
also stand high chances of missing school
when they act as helpers to their parents. The children in picture push their
parents to everywhere he wishes to go
and this may make it impossible for
them to regularly go to school. This may
create a ‘vicious circle’ of illiteracy and
poverty in the family.
There is need for Government to hire
and pay for helpers of PWDs like in
developed countries to ease this burden
from the children and immediate family
members.
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Some of the Executive Committee members of Wakiso Action on Physical Disability pose for a group photo with
visiting partners Henry Lind and Birgit Christiansen and UNAPD staff Hamad Lubwama and Bob Ocilo
at the offices of Wakiso District Union. Below the partners getting ready to go to the airport.

Partners visit UNAPD
UNAPD partners from Denmark have supported the organization to
develop a monitoring system. The partners came from Disabled People’s
Organisation Denmark, Danish Handicap Forbund and Danish Brain Injury Association. The partners, who spent here ten days last year, included Michael Larsen, Henry Lind and Birgit Christiansen. The monitoring system will help UNAPD to keep track of her activities and also inform future planning. The partners also visited UNAPD members of
Iganga District Action on Physical Disability and Wakiso Action on Physical Disability, to test the applicability of the tools. The members were
excited with the visit, saying it’s a gesture that persons with disabilities in

UNAPD set to sensitise
members on sexuality
BY HAMAD LUBWAMA
Lack of information about reproductive health and
sexuality is one of the major reasons why many girls
and women with physical disabilities are acquiring
HIV/AIDS and/or getting unwanted pregnancies. To
mitigate this challenge, UNAPD has partnered with
the National Union of Women with Disabilities in
Uganda to sensitize girls and women with disabilities
in Mpigi district about their sexual and reproductive
health. Sensitization workshops for members will be
held in addition to another, targeting sexual and
reproductive service providers including health
workers, local chairpersons and sub-county leaders.
A radio talk show will also be held to reach out to
the wider community.
These activities are part of a project; Sex by Choice
not Chance Project, NUWODU is implementing in
Mpigi and Kamuli Districts. The project aims at sensitizing girls and women with disabilities about their
sexual and reproductive health rights. Sexual and
reproductive health services providers are also sensitised about the needs and concerns of girls and
women with disabilities in regard to their sexual and
reproductive health.
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COMMUNICATION FROM CHAIRMAN

Mwandha’s capable hands
November 10, 2011 was exactly one year since the death of former UNAPD chairperson Hon. James
Mwandha. His Memorial Service was held at Nakasero where the current chairman Arthur Blick
delivered the following speech.
Praise the Lord!
The family of Late Hon. James Mwandha, Hon. Ministers
present, Members of Parliament, Local Government Officials, all protocol observed.
Let me start by introducing myself. I am the current Chairman of Uganda National Action on Physical Disability
(UNAPD), Chairperson of Community Based Rehabilitation Alliance (COMBRA) and also chairperson of Mpatta
sub-county in Mukono district and a former famous rally
driver. I was forcefully ‘recruited’ into disability in 1982
when I got a motorcycle accident while racing.
I met Hon. Mwandha in 1996 when I contested in the first
elections of Members of Parliament organised by the National Resistance Movement (NRM), where I competed for
representing Persons with Disabilities in Central Region.
Unfortunately, I did not make it, but Hon. Mwadha went
through in the Eastern Region and represented Persons
with Disabilities there.
At this time there were two strong organisations of
PWDs. That is Uganda National Association of the Deaf
(UNAD) and Uganda National Association of the Blind
(UNAB). I was concerned that persons with physical disability who at 60% comprise the majority of PWDs in
Uganda had no organisation of their own to advocate for
their rights and specific needs, concerns and challenges.
So after my defeat in the elections, I contacted friends in
Kireka Rehabilitation center and spearheaded the formation of our organisation. However, I struggled to register
the organisation because I faced very stiff resistance from
our umbrella organisation, the National Union of Disabled
Persons of Uganda (NUDIPU).
I was only successful after I made a tactical move and became a Board Member of NUDIPU so I fought from within.
Two years after, Hon. Mwandha formed another association of persons with physical disability and so I also had to
fight him.
But then I made a tactical withdraw which was simply: “If
you can’t hit them, join them.” I invited members of Hon.
Mwandha’s group and my own to Nambole for a meeting
and we decided to merge the two conflicting organisations
and we share the spoils. This was in 1998.
Hon. Mwandha became the chairperson and I became the
vice. I was happy because I expected Hon. Mwandha being
an MP to use his position to advocate for the rights of our
members. We held three subsequent elections for the
Board of UNAPD and I stood down for him in all the elections because I was happy that the organisation was in ca-

pable hands. I kept on deputising him until his death on
November 10, 2011. After his death my fellow Board
Members elected me to be the substantial chairperson.
However, politically we were on opposite sides as I am
NRM and he was for FDC. I advised him to cross to NRM
because 80% of the persons with disabilities support NRM
but he refused. No wonder that he lost and did not make
it to the eight Parliament yet he was a very good legislator.
Until his death, Hon. Mwandha was heading or a member
to many international disabled people’s organisations and a
strong advocate for the rights of all PWDs. One of the
major achievements UNAPD registered under his reign
was the development of Accessibility Standards, a guide to
architects, engineers and property developers, on how to
construct buildings and facilities that are accessible to all
people including PWDs.
I thank his family for maintaining a good relationship with
us even after his death as we rent at a minimal amount his
building in Kanyanya that houses our secretariat.
May his soul rest in eternal peace.

Arthur Blick Sn. chairman UNAPD
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OBITUARY

In Loving Memory
It is a year since UNAPD’s Chairperson Hon. James
Mwandha and members passed on but their memory
is still fresh in the mind of UNAPD Board, Staff,
Friends and Family. Although you are gone there is
no day we have not thought about you.
Your are dearly missed by you Family, Friends and
UNAPD. May all your souls rest in Eternal Peace.
1. Hon. James Mwandha
2. Med Nsereko former Kampala UNADP chairman
3. Vicky Nakimera member Kampala
4. Alice Namawejje member Kiboga district
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Hon. James Mwandha
honoured
BY HAMAD LUBWAMA
It’s more than a year now since UNAPD long-serving chairman
died but he is still fresh in the mind of many persons with disabilities. At a party organised by the National Union of Disabled
Persons of Uganda (NUDIPU) to congratulate the MPs representing persons with disabilities who made it to the ninth Parliament, his wife Catherine Mwadha, was given an award in commemoration of the fallen senior legislator (see photo on page1).
The award was handed over by the Guest of Honour, the State
Minister in Charge of Elderly and Disability, Sulaiman Madada.
The colourful function was held at Ndere Troupe Center in
Ntinda.
Madada said Mwandha should be greatly honoured because he
was so instrumental in the enactment of various legislations
where many persons with disabilities are benefitting now. He
thanked NUDIPU for organizing the function and recognizing the
fallen hero.
There was a lot of eating, drinking and dancing.
Mwandha served in Parliament for 17 years. While in the National Resistance Council (1989-1996) he is remembered to have
pushed for representation of PWDs by Eliphaz Mazima in the
Constituent Assembly that made the 1995 Ugandan Constitution.
He also pushed for PWDs representation in Parliament by five
MPs contrary to only one as the Parliament Elections Bill had
indicated.
He was also able to lobby for improved accessibility to Parliament and is credited for the revamping of the lifts in the House,
making some toilets accessible and construction of a ramp for
persons with disabilities at Parliament.
Mwanda died of heart failure on November 10, 2010 and was
buried at his ancestral home at Namunyumya village, Busembatia,
Iganga district. He was the chairman of UNAPD from 1998 until
his death in 2010.
The PWDs MPs in the ninth Parliament are Hellen Asamo
(representing east), William Nokrach (north), Alex Ndeezi
(central), Hood Katuramu (west) and Hajat Sofia Nalule
(women). Each MP received an award.

Mwandha’s wife Catherine with NUDIPU Executive Director
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COPING UP WITH DISABILITY

He lost both of his legs to Kony but this did not stop him:

‘I am still moving on’
He is dreaming big as a teenage student and works hard to pass
primary exams. In spite of his parents’ poverty in a war torn north,
they strive to take him to a good high school where he is expected
to pass with high grades. He packs his little belongings and sets off
to school to start Senior One, just to be hit by a landmine on his
way. His life was shattered. Richard Otim narrates his story to UNAPD’s Information Officer, HAMAD LUBWAMA:
I was born in Kitgum district in 1987. I studied and sat my Primary Leaving Examinations (PLE) in 1990 and passed very well
and so I was craving to join high school in Senior One. My parents worked hard to take me to a good school, Lira College
School, found in Lira district.
On my way to Lira College School, I boarded a Santana vehicle
together with about 50 passengers including two government
soldiers.
When we reached Padel district, a woman stopped our car and
advised us to drive back, saying she had seen two strange men
nearby and she feared they may be part of Kony rebels. However, our driver disregarded the warning, apparently thinking
that the two armed soldiers on board would protect us in case
of any trouble.
When we reached Lagweno Olim village, I had a very big blast
followed by sudden overturning of our vehicle. There were lots
of screams, lots of cries amidst hundreds of bullets that were
being short towards us. I wondered what had happened but my
suspicion pointed to an attack by Kony men who were notorious for ambushing vehicles in this area, looting and killing people
for their survival.
I tried to get up and run for my dear life but I could not. My
legs had been shattered. There were several other people like
me; either helpless, unconscious or dead. I looked around for
our armed and uniformed soldiers who we counted on for res-

‘I imagined that
death was near
me as I did not
have any hopes
of anyone
To rescue us’

cuing us in case of any
attack but they were
the first to take off.

Help at eleventh
hour
I lived in agony and
bleeding profusely.
Both of my legs had
been crushed. I imagined that death was
near me as I did not
have any hopes of
anyone to rescue us.
But luckly enough, an
Richard Otim craws or uses
ambulance came and
a try circle to aid his movement
moved me to St. Joseph Hospital, Kitgum.
On reaching hospital, I went into coma and regained my consciousness two days after. I think it was because I bled too
much for too long without any medical intervention.
The doctors tried to reconstruct my legs but they begun rotting. Then the doctors recommended cutting the legs off from
between the knees and the ankles, but my mother and father
refused. My legs continued to rot until my parents gave up and
consented to amputating them. I stayed for another three
months with my mum.

Rejecting the offer
A certain Catholic Father came to see me and asked my parents
to allow him take me in the Mission Palace where they were
looking after several other disabled and vulnerable children.
They educate the children, feed, cloth as well as meeting all
other basic needs of children, but my parents again refused.
They loved me so much and did not want me to be away from
them more especially at that time of great need. I was so terrified with the thought that I could not walk again. I kept pondering about how I could go back to school when I could not walk?
So many thoughts ran into my head.
After some time the Catholic Father came back and suggested
giving me artificial legs to help me to walk.
Turn to next page
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‘I lost all my four children to Kony’
HAMAD LUBWAMA

the horrible moments that happed in 1996.
“The Kony men beat us into comma and
thought we were dead. Then they left our
She lost her husband who left her with four
‘bodies’ but regained some consciousness therechildren to look after. She struggled to raise
after. After a few days, we were rescued by the
these children in Kitgum district that was unGovernment’s soldiers who were following up
der war since 1987 when the Lord’s Resisthe rebels.”
tance Army of Joseph Kony started fighting the
then one-year-old Government of President
Achan was lucky that she survived up to now
Yoweri Museveni.
and lives to tell the story.
Before she could forget the love of her dead
“My daughter died of cancer three years after.
husband, one horrible tragedy set in after the
She was not as lucky as me,” she recalls. Apparother. First was her abduction together with
ently, the cancer virus took advantage of the
all her four biological children: three sons and
daughter’s amputated hands and led to her
the only daughter. One son was clobbered to
death.
death at the spot before his children and family
But what happed to the remaining two sons, I
as he tried to resist the abduction. The abducasked. “I don’t know their whereabouts. Notees were taken to Southern Sudan where the
body has ever heard from them since then. But I
then 57-year-old mother and her daughter
am strongly convinced that they were also
were massively and repeatedly raped by
killed,” Achan explains.
Kony’s men.
Achan, now at 72 years, struggles to up bring
After sometime, Delphina Achan, her surviving
seven grandchildren. She cannot dig. She cannot
children together with several other Ugandan
fetch water nor fire wood. She does very little
captives were sneaked back into the country
because of her old age and disability. She has
by rebels and kept in a secret location in Padonly one hand. She is disabled. At the time of
Delphina Achan
ibe Sub-county, Gulu district.
her capture, she was staying in a homestead
“They asked me whether I knew this place and
with her children. The grand children were not
I answered yes. My left hand was chopped off and I was clob- captured as they were still young.
bered to ‘death’. I realised later that they killed everybody who A Good Samaritan, one Agena, a parish priest, tries to help the
answered yes because they feared that those who know the family, but his help to the eight-member family is also limited.
place could escape and report them to the Government sol- The young grandchildren are learning and struggling to burn
diers. My daughter’s hands were also cut off,” Achan recounts
charcoal for survival.

‘I am still moving on’
From page 8

I was delighted by this offer. Little did I
know that to be able to use these
man-made legs, more parts of my then
healing natural legs would be cut off again,
this time from the knees. I refused as I
could not stand the pain again. I decided to
crawl rather than going through the agony
of another amputation.
It took me seven years to go back to
school, when I joined Kitgum Comprehensive School. I studied here from S.1 to S.3.
I sat for my Uganda Certificate of Education Exams from Moroto High School and
passed well. Then I pursued a certificate in
Social Works and Social Administration,
and another one in counseling from Kam-

pala Business Education and Research Insti- Uganda Landmine Survivors Association,
tute. I studied for another certificate in
that brings together all persons like me in
HIV/AIDS counseling from TASO.
Uganda.

So much do
I am a member of Uganda National Action
on Physical Disability (UNAPD). I am also
a business man, selling rice in Kitgum market. I have to struggle and work so hard,
because much as I became disabled, I have
more needs than the able bodied. I am also
a cobbler, dealing in making and repairing
of shoes.
I am also a councilor, representing PWDs
in Kitgum Town Council. I am the coordinator of Kitgum Landmine Survivors Association and also General Secretary for

The call
Government has not helped us but NonGovernment Organisations have tried
more especially with the provision of artificial limbs. We look forward to more of
their support. President Museveni has also
for so long been promising to compensate
us the victims of Kony but his help is long
overdue. The Government is now registering the land mine survivors.
We hope that their support will come
soon. In 1997, 1150 landmine survivors
were identified in Kitgum alone. All these
were victims of Kony.
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Disabled by cerebral palsy
15-YEAR-OLD Sharon Gertrude suffers
from Cerebral Palsy that started manifesting at the age of six months.
Her mother was only 15 years when she
gave birth to this first born. She now has
six children but the rest are okay. Underage pregnancy is one of the risk factors to
producing children with disabilities.
Cerebral Palsy is now the leading cause of
disability more especially among children
because its causes are common. They include cerebral malaria, teenage pregnancies, poor antenatal care, or wrong use of
medicine during pregnancy. Others include
delayed labour, expectant mothers drinking alcohol, stress during pregnancy and
domestic violence, among others. The
mother narrates.
“I was 15 years when I produced my first
born but I did not get any problems during
pregnancy. I produced well and the baby
was immunised at birth. But at two
months, she developed a strong cough.
While coughing, her hands could stiffen
and she could become very week thereafter. At six months, she started getting convulsions. She became weaker. She could no
longer sit or stand. Hands stiffened.
“She was later identified by the CBR
(Community Based rehabilitation) people
of Busia district. They constructed for us a
parallel bar and a corner seat. They also
gave us a CP chair, a wheelchair, a mattress and a blanket but now the blanket
and mattress are worn out because she
urinates on them.
“She can now sit in a corner seat and we
take her to church using her wheel chair.
However, she cannot stand or eat by her
self. She is also just bathed. She understands but cannot talk. She keeps the
home while we are away. Using gestures,
she can tell that somebody came around
while I was away. I understand her language. I and her father love our child in
spite of her disability.
“The challenge is in looking after her. She
passes stool frequently and urinates over
herself. You need to always be there to
clean and feed her yet we also need to go
and work. I appeal to people to help us
because Sharon is so expensive to maintain.”
Kalist Bwaku, a CBR volunteer says chil-

dren like Sharon need to be regularly fed
on a balanced diet, kept in a clean environment and exercised regularly to prevent
their limbs from becoming stiff.
He says Sharon would be able to walk but
her parents didn’t regularly and adequately
use the equipment given to train her to
stand, sit, or walk. He says when he doesn’t make regular follow-up due to inadequate facilitation, parents and caregiver sit
back and neglect the children, resulting
into the children going back to a pathetic
state.
He also expressed frustration that some of
the parents take for their own use things
like blankets and mattresses donated to
their children with disability or give them
to the able-bodied children.

What is CP?
Cerebral Palsy means ‘brain paralysis’. It
comes from brain damage that happens
before the baby is born, during birth or
shortly after birth. The whole brain is not
affected, only parts of it, mainly parts that
control movement. Once damaged, the
parts of the brain do not recover, nor do
they get worse.

How to recognise CP
• At birth the baby is often limp and
floppy

• Baby may not breathe right away at
birth, and may turn blue and floppy.

• Fits or epilepsy occur in most children
with CP

• The body may stiffen when she is car-

Kalist Bwaku a Community
Based Rehabilitation volunteer with Busia district carrying Sharon Gertrude.
Busia district supports persons with disabilities
through CBR activities

ried, dressed or washed or during play.

• Baby may be limp that her head seems
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He survived hydrocephalus but not CP
EMMANUEL OUNDO was born a healthy
bouncing baby boy. Being the second
born, his young parents were full of joy
and hope in him. In fact, his birth was a
great relief to the couple more especially
the mother who spent over a week in
labour pain. However, the delayed labour
could have been responsible for the
child’s disability.

making it to become abnormally big and
soft. This condition can be rectified by a
simple surgery where a small tube is inserted into the head to draw out the liquid. The operation costs 700,000 in Cure
hospital Mbale district.

Aware of the difficulties of the parents to
raise all the money required at a go, the
hospital only wants an initial deposit of
Olivia Kisaka the mother explains: “I got 200,000 to perform the surgery. The rest
pregnant and did not get any problems
of the money is paid as the child is taken
for the entire period. And so I did not go back for evaluation and monitoring.
for antenatal care even once. However,
when I was about to give birth, I got deep “They (at the hospital) told me to go with
labour pain for a week but the child was 30,000 whenever I am going for check-up.
However, I can not raise this money in
not coming. I was at home for all this
long. Then I got concerned and I went to addition to transport,” the mother of two
hospital. I was put on drip and then came says. Emmanuel who is now 14 months is
back home afterwards. I produced only a the second born of the family.

At more than a year,
Emmanuel is only able to
sit down. However, he
cannot not crawl because
of the weak hand.
day later after the drips.
“The child looked so beautiful and normal
for the first three days. Then he started
crying so much on the third day. He begun to get convulsions and his head
started bulging. It became so soft. I took
him to Daban hospital and later to Masafu
hospital where I was referred to Cure
Hospital in Mbale for an operation.

But the couple’s joy after a successful
surgery was short-lived when the baby’s
left hand started getting convulsions. It
later became paralysed and the elbow
joint is becoming stiff.
“I advise them to keep exercising the boy
and if they don’t do it regularly, the hand
will become stiff in addition to being
weak,” says Kalsit Bwaku, a CBR volunteer. “He got cerebral palsy and needs
constant monitoring and special exercises
to avoid getting deformities.”
At more than a year, Emmanuel is only
able to sit down. However, he cannot not
crawl because of the weak hand. He has
not also started struggling to speak. His
parents are wondering whether he will be
able to stand up and learn to walk

In Mbale they asked me for 200,000= that
I did not have and we came back home.
.
We looked helplessly when the baby’s
head was continuing to become big and
bigger.
“Someone referred me to Busia District
where I got a CBR worker. He kept of
visiting me and taught me how to look
after my child. They gave me the
200,000= and my child was operated at
two months,” the mother says.
Emmanuel was suffering from hydrocephalous, a medical condition characterised by fluids accumulating in the head,

1

2
Picture 1: Emmanuel Oundo
with bulging head before the
operation. He was operated
when he was two months.
Picture 2: Oundo at four
months after operation
Picture 3: Oundo with his
playmate one year after
operation
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His family has never given up
FIFTY-EIGHT-YEAR-OLD Jacob Egessa is quadriplegic. Both his legs and hands are paralysed and crippled.
For all this long, he has never spoken, stood, walked or
crawled. Her seventy-three-year-old mother, Agnes Nasirumbi, has been carrying, bathing and help him to feed
for all his life time.
He is her first born, having been produced during the colonial era in 1954. Agnes is a widowed mother of five but
only three children including Jacob are surviving.
Because of her old age and weakness, she is challenged
with looking after Jacob in the wake of extreme poverty
and misery.
Jacob was born normal but developed the disability after
four months.
“He developed a disease and started crying too much.
Then he started having convulsions and the head swaying
back. He became floppy, could not sit or hold his neck
upright. I could put him in the basin to support him sit but
all could not work out,” the mother recalls.
“We used several herbs but all could not work. We
brought here (home) an Indian doctor who examined him
but could not establish the disease. We were referred to
Mulago Hospital but could not raise money to go there.”
Jacob’s junior brother Jirimaya Bwire Tambiti says he is
frustrated with so many non-governmental organisations
and whites who visit his brother.
“They come here, take pictures but never come back or
offer us any support.”
The family stays at Bwalira village at the boarder with
Kenya in Masinya sub-county, Busia district.
Kalist Bwaku, a CBR volunteer with Busia District says
there is no medical intervention that can be done to help
Jacob. He says Jacob only needs to be fed well and to
treat unsuspecting diseases like malaria that usually attacks him.
Bwaku has been offering community based rehabilitation
services to Jacob and his family for over ten years.
He offers regular home visits, counsels the family, and
advises them on how to handle his client, among others.
Jacob’s biggest helping hand came from Busia District that
offered him a wheel chair, mattress, a blanket and clothes.
Now because of the wheel chair, Jacob is able to go to
church.
One child, Binifasi Obyero, takes him to church every
Sunday.
Though Jacob can not speak, he understands and can
smile when he is amused. Kids love to play with him.

Jacob with his 74-year-old mother (above) and family
(below). Though he has a very challenging disability
that requires intensive care and support from caregivers, his family has never neglected him. They love
him and offer him all the necessary support in spite of
extreme poverty.

UNAPD, Namasole Road, Kikuubo Zone, Gayaza Road Plot 459, Kanyanya, P.O.Box 959, Kampala, Uganda
Tel: 0414-567541, 0414-566056 OR Email: unapd@utlonline.co.ug . Website:www.unapd.org

